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         @mara_colors

Accentuate natural
beauty and let the
features take the
stage

choose perfect
color

M A R A

C O L O R S

P A L E T T E

 



LO L L I POP

Cool TINT
Natural light pink. Can be used to achieve
highly desired blushed look. Works better on
pale lips. Can be used in a mixture for dark
lips. 

G INGER

NUDE

Warm TINT
Natural desert rose color.
Perfect for those with light lips of any
undertone. Not recommended for clients
with naturally bright lips.

WARM  CARAMEL

BROWN I E  P INK

Warm TONE
Highly requested and very trendy mauve
color.

CRANBERRY

Warm TINT
Coral red color.
Mixes with any pigment. Heals as natural
warm pink. Goes great as one of the steps in
dark pigmentation cover-ups.

CHERRY  B LOSSOM

Warm TINT
Coral color with light value and Yellow base,
which helps to stay efficient with dark and
dull lips, as well as all the lip tones. Mixes
great with Cranberry, Nude, and others.

DARK  S TRAWBERRY

Cool TINT
Perfect for berry tint effects. Heals as mid-
dark value earthy pink.

RASPBERRY

Cool SHADE
Cool pink color. Heals RICH cool or neutral
pink of mid value, just like natural lips but
better.

What can be more beautiful than
the nature of humans
undertones?

Beauty of the brand is in the ease
of use. We've developed
completely new pigments, which
you will feel convenient to work
with from the very first use.

MARSHMAL LOW

Cool TINT
Bright pink lip color for pale or naturally
pinky lips. Suitable for "Lipstick" and
"Watercolor lips" techniques.

Mara Colors
Warm TONE
Natural slightly brown pink. Replicates
natural lip color. Ideal for those with cool,
neutral or pale lips.

You've
discovered
natural.

About Mara Colors
Warm SHADE
Warm pink color with orange, earthy and
red undertones. Neutralizes coolness.

M A R A  C O L O R S  


